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PRICE DROP!  For a limited time grab Shadows and Light for only 99 cents (regularly $2.99) to help
celebrate the April 28th release of Clay's Hope.

Three stories that show the light of dark of each heroines struggles:

Reap the Shadow, Slay the Light

I don't know what I am, but I'm not human...and neither are the creatures that killed my mom. Running will
only carry me so far because there's a darkness within me, ready to destroy me, and a burning light, begging
for escape. It's the light that screams to my pursuers and works them into a frenzy. Though the darkness
might kill me, releasing the light might kill us all...

Mature YA Paranormal Romance (due to some violence)

WarWolf: Half breed

Ema fights to suppress her werewolf emotions and deny her warlock powers. It isn't easy being a half-breed,
but she is determined to slide through life unnoticed by either group. When the warlock leaders team up with
humans to force paranormal registration, Ema believes she must choose between her two unwanted worlds.
An unexpected companion shows her not all emotions are bad, and power has its benefits.

New Adult Paranormal Sweet Romance

Moved

"Werewolves are real but the legends are wrong..."
It's the secret Gillian's father has tried to keep from her and the reason he's so overprotective. But, he goes
too far when he exiles Gillian to a house in the middle of nowhere. Her new landlord, Racer, is more like a
cute jailer who has strict orders to keep her safely trapped.
Battle lines between independence and obligation are drawn as Gillian decides just how far she's willing to
go to win back her freedom. And Racer needs to decide what he's willing to endure to keep her close.

New Adult Paranormal Sweet Romance
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From reader reviews:

Michael Collins:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded
place and notice by surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a publication your ability to survive improve then having chance to remain than
other is high. For you who want to start reading any book, we give you this particular Shadows and Light
book as beginning and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Alice Smith:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind skill
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book as compared to
can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this time you only find book that need more time to be
study. Shadows and Light can be your answer mainly because it can be read by anyone who have those short
free time problems.

Dennis James:

Reading a book to be new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to examine a book. When you
go through a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your
knowledge, since book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what
types of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your examine, you can read education
books, but if you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and also
soon. The Shadows and Light provide you with new experience in examining a book.

Joshua Hsu:

In this particular era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more
treasured than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must
do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of the books
in the top listing in your reading list is Shadows and Light. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Hills
can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking right up and review this e-book you can get
many advantages.
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